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LISTEN FOR IMPENDING BEARING FAILURE

An impending ball or roller bearing failure is usually preceded by a noticeable increase 
in noise.  The noise will typically start several hours before the bearing actually fails 
or before there is any increase in bearing temperature.  To detect pending failure of a 
drive system bearing, the pilot should uncover one ear and listen to the sound of the 
drive system during start-up and shutdown.  After the pilot becomes familiar with 
the normal sound of the drive system, he should be able to detect the noise made 
by a failing bearing.  The failing bearing will produce a loud whine, rumble, growl, or 
siren sound.  Upon hearing an unusual noise, the pilot must immediately ground the 
aircraft and have the bearings thoroughly inspected by a qualified mechanic.  Failure 
of a bearing in flight could result in a serious accident.

Do not rely on Telatemps to indicate impending bearing failure.  A failing bearing may 
not run hot enough to black out the Telatemps until it actually starts to disintegrate.  
This may occur only seconds before complete failure.

CLUTCH LIGHT WARNING

It is normal for the clutch light to come on occasionally in flight for a short time 
(approximately 3 to 6 seconds) to re-tension the drive belts.  If the clutch light 
flickers or does not go out within 10 seconds, it can indicate a belt or bearing 
failure.  If abnormal clutch light indication occurs, pull clutch circuit breaker and 
reduce power.  Select a safe landing site and make a precautionary landing to check 
drive system.  If additional symptoms of drive system failure (smell of hot rubber, 
noise, or vibration) are present, land immediately.  If tachometer needle split occurs, 
enter autorotation.

After landing, shut down and check the drive belts to insure that the belts are in their 
grooves and not damaged.  Check the upper and lower actuator bearings for seal 
damage.  Also check the Telatemp indicator readings.  If drive system problems are 
found, have the aircraft inspected by a mechanic before further flight.


